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ABSTRACT
Underlying consonant sequences in Cayuga (and ill other Northern-
lroquoian languages) are apparently subject to phonotactic constraints.
The non-randomness of underlying consonant sequences is problem-
atic for Optimality-Theory (OT), which assumes that inputs are uncon-
strained (Prince & Smolensky 1993; Smolensky 1995). However, I show
that apparent pllOnotactic constraints are the product of the interaction
of output-based constraints: I claim that the output optimally conforms
to a group of ranked constraints on syllable structure which conspire to
produce a ev(v)e syllable template. The ev(v)C template predicts a
maximum of two consonants word-medially; problematically, larger
word-medial sequences exist. Nevertheless, the alternative of positing
a larger template (such as eev(v)C) is undesirable: doing so predicts too
few sites of epenthesis. Consequently, I adopt the smaller ev(v)C tem-
plate and propose two explanations for the larger (3+) word-medial se-
quences: first, some larger sequences are subject to MERGE; that is, con-
tinuant segments in such sequences are phonetically realized as sec-
ondary articulations rather than as full segments. As a consequence,
word-medial consonant sequences contain at most two stop segments
(plus some continuant segments which are realized as secondary artic-
ulations). Second, exceptionally large consonant sequences containing
three stops can be licenced in the Cayuga verb because the verb is a
prosodic phrase (i/J) poten tially containing several prosodic words (w).
Each prosodic word within the verb can have an appendix in which an
extra (third) stop consonant can be licensed. In sumnzary, Cayuga has a
ev(v)C template which licenses a maximum of 2 consonants word-me-
dially; nevertheless, because of underparsing (MERGE) and verb-internal
appendices, larger sequences can be realized within the verb.
1. INTRODUCTION*
Underlying consonant sequences in Cayuga (and in other Northern-
Iroquoian languages) are apparently subject to phonotactic constraints.
For example, large sequences typically contain /h/, /7/, /s/, [w]' or [y] (see
Michelson's tables of consonant sequences in Mohawk, Oneida,
Onondaga, Cayuga and Seneca; Michelson 1988: 12, 17, 20, 22, 23). The
non-random nature of underlying consonant sequences is problematic for
the Optimality-Theoretic (OT) approach, which assumes that inputs are
unconstrained (Prince & Smolensky 1993; Smolensky 1995). However, I
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will show that ap parent phonotactic constraints are the product of the in-
teraction of outp1lt-based constraints. Specifically, I claim that the output
must syllabify inti) a CV(V)C template (in OT terms, must optimally conform
to a group of ranked constraints on syllable structure).
The CV(V)C te nplate predicts a maximum of two consonants word-
medially; problematically, larger word-medial sequences exist.
Nevertheless, th~ alternative of positing a larger template (such as
CCV(V)C) is undl,sirable: doing so predicts too few sites of epenthesis.
Consequently, I adopt the smaller CV(V)C template and propose two ex-
planations for thl, larger (3+) word-medial sequences: first, some larger
sequences are sul: ject to MERGE; that is, they are realized phonetically as
singletons. (See DIck 1990, Doherty 1993, and Steriade 1994 for similar ac-
counts.) Second, other large consonant sequences exist because the
Cayuga verb-wof( l is prosodically complex; Iclaim that the Cayuga verb is
a prosodic phraSE (<I»potentially containing several prosodic words (0)).
(Following Selkir]; (1978), McCarthy and Prince (1986), and others, I as-
sume the prosodic hierarchy Iimora-a syllable-F foot-O) prosodic
word-<I> prosodic phrase.)
The paper proc ~eds as follows: 92 outlines assumptions; 93 provides the
phonemic invento ry of Cayuga; 94 lists the consonant sequences occuring
in Cayuga; 95 arg'les for a CV(V)C template and discusses the problem of
I would like to thank Elan Dresher, Karin Michelson, Keren Rice, two
anonymous r ~viewers from IJAL, and two anonymous reviewers from
Linguis/ica Allan/ica for comments and suggestions which greatly improved
this paper. Th<~Cayuga examples in this paper were provided by E. Jamieson,
F. Froman, A. <eye, L. Keye, and the late Reg Henry. Nya:w~h. All errors and
omissions an my own. This work was partly funded by a Memorial
University oj Newfoundland Dean of Arts Internal Award, SSHRCC
Postdoctoral I=search fellowship #756-94-0716, and also SSHRCC Research
Grant #410-92- )885 to Elan Dresher and Keren Rice.
Abbreviations used in this paper include: DUAL 'dualic', PROTH 'prothetic
vowel', FUT 'Iuture', NEG 'negative', FACT 'factual', OPT 'optative', TRANS
'translocative, CISL 'cislocative', PUNC 'punctual', HAB 'habitual', ASP
'unspecified a, pect suffix', SEMI 'semireflexive', RFL 'reflexive, NSF 'noun stem
former', EPEN 'epenthetic vowel', INSTR 'instrumental', DEC 'decessive', TYP
'typicalizer', CUST 'customary', YOU.s 'you (singular)', YOU.PL 'you (plural)',
WE.ALL '1 inchsive plural', I '1 singular', THEY.(M) '3 masculine plural', HE '3
masculine sir gular', IT '3 zoic-neuter', SHE '3 feminine-indefinite' The
feminine-indefinite prefix /e-/ has several usages, and can be translated as
'she' or as a g=neric 'someone.' Prothetic [iJ occurs whenever a verb would
otherwise hav, only one vowel.
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syllabifying 3+ sequences; 96-7 argues that continuant segments can be
realized as secondary articulations (can be subject to MERGE) in 3+ conso-
nant sequences; 98-10 outline how sequences are syllabified, assuming
MERGE; 911-12 argues that some larger sequences can be retained because
of the prosodic structure of the Cayuga verb; 913-14 summarize the ac-
count and compare it with previous input-based accounts.
2. ASSUMPTIONS
Assumptions used in the paper include the concepts of core and non-
core syllabification, the Sonority Sequencing Principle (henceforth SSP; see
Clements 1990 for a comprehensive treatment of the SSP), and the prosodic
hierarchy. These are outlined below.
The SSP requires segments to syllabify such that sonority rises towards
the nucleus, and falls towards the margins of the syllable. Core syllabifica-
tion is a consequence of the SSP.
I assume the following sonority scale:
(1) Sonority scale:
[low vowels> mid vowels, 7, h > high vowels, w, y > r > n > t, k, s]
Of special note is the sonority assigned to the laryngeals. I assume that
the laryngeals are [-high] approximants or glides (Chomsky & Halle 1968:
303,307). Given this assumption, the relative sonority of the laryngeals can
be determined by referring to the vocalic sonority scale: low vowels are
more sonorous than mid vowels, which are in turn more sonorous than
high vowels (Jesperson, as reported in Malmberg 1963, cited in Hooper
1974). Thus, in general, as summarized in (2), [-high] segments are more
sonorous than [+high] segments.
(2) a. [-consonantal, +low, -high] (low vowels) >
b. [-consonantal, -low, -high] (mid vowels, laryngeals) >
c. [-consonantal, -low, + high] (high vowels, [w,y] > etc.
Thus, the laryngeals are more sonorous than [w, y], but less sonorous
than the low vowels.
Non-core syllabification involves parsing consonant sequences which
would violate the SSP (e.g., sequences of equal sonority). Segments in such
sequences are typically parsed into appendices to the prosodic word (Booj
& Rubach 1987). I claim that Cayuga syllabifies an extra consonant word-
initially into an appendix (see 911).
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Segments not licenced through core or non-core syllabification either
delete through Stray Erasure, or trigger epenthesis. Cayuga employs
Stray Erasure wo'd-finally (see 94.4) and epenthesizes [e] in order to syl-
labify some of the larger sequences (see 95.3).
3. THE PHONEMIC INVENTORY
The phonemes )f Cayuga are listed in (3).
(3) Ca~ho wmes
It I Ikl IJ~w/l
lsi Ih/,/71
Inl
Irl
Ii! [y]
lei
I~I
Ia!
(lui) [w]
101
IQI
'it is narrow'
'how small it is'
'a killdeer'
'it is sharp'
'a cat'
IQ I is a mid bac k rounded nasalized vowel and I ~I is a lower-mid front
unrounded nasalized vowel. lui is a marginal phoneme.2
1 The following examples illustrate that Ikw I and Ikl are distinct phonemes.
(Underlining (f a vowel indicates devoicing; phonetic realizations of Ikl and
Ikw I are high] ighted in square brackets).
(i) a. The phcneme Ikw I, which is realized as [kW - k]
ohs6h[k N]a 7 k.i!S6h[k]p:t
o-hsohk w-a 7 ka-hsohkw-pt
IT-lip-NS; IT-lip-attached,ASP
'lips' 'a pitcher (lit.: attached lips)'
(i) b. versus tILesequence Ikl and [w]' which is realized as [kw - ky]
Q[kw]an 2hQktanih Q[ky]Qtsan(Jhwa:s
Qkwa-n, ,hpktanih Qkw-ptsa-nQhwa:s
WE,ALL-s ck,ASP WE,ALL-knee-sore.ASP
'we all al e sick' 'we all have sore knees'
As shown in ( .a,), the labialization in Ikw I deletes before round vowels; in
contrast, (Lb,) llustrates that the independent segment [w] is realized as a [y]
before round lowels. (In (Lb.), the lal of the morpheme IQkwa-1 deletes,
leaving [w] a<jacent to the vowel Ipl of the following morpheme. This
triggers the ch;mge from [w] to [y]. (See Postal 1969, Michelson 1988: 32-41 for
discussion of vowel deletion in Mohawk, a related language.)
2 Examples of It J are given in (ii):
(ii) Margina lui:
a, niwu:7urr
b. niwu7tfllkye:7ah
c, tuwistm li:7
d. ohyu7th:yeht, ohyo7thi:yeht
e, taku:s, t; ko:s
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4. CONSONANT SEQUENCES
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The consonant sequences of Cayuga are listed in the following section;
sequences are compiled from Michelson (1988: 21-22), Mithun & Henry
(1982), and from examples by the speakers cited in the acknowledgements.
4.1. Word-initial consonant sequences
Word-initial consonant sequences are listed in (4).
(4) Word-initial consonant sequences:
C2 -t t k h 7
C1 J, y
w r n s
--w,y,r
n (00)3
ty tw tr tn4 tk ts th
tsh
tsy
k ky kw kr kn kt kh
s sy sw sr sn st sk sh
skr
h
Word-initially, there are sequences of rising sonority (such as ty, tw, tr
and tn), sequences of equal sonority (such as tk, and ts) and some larger se-
Non-alternating lui occurs in very few morphemes; the most commonly
occurring are shown in (ii. a-c). Otherwise, the choice of [ul or [0] is a matter of
speaker preference (Mithun & Henry: 7); the two possible pronunciations are
shown in (ii. d, e).
3 The sequence Inhl occurs word-initially only in the particle written as lip or
n II p. (This particle occurs in combination with other particles with resultant
meanings such as 'where', 'there', 'somewhere', etc.) Cayuga speakers debate
the spelling of the particle, but current consensus is that the spelling lip is
more correct. The debate minimally indicates that the status of word-initial
Inhl is doubtful.
4 Sequences of stops such as I tn/, Ikn/, I tkl and Iktl are realized as [thn], [khn],
[thk], and [kht], with aspiration between the first and second members of each
sequence. Aspiration between Itnl and Iknl is often (but not consistently)
indicated in the writing system; thus <thn> and <khn> are common
spellings. (Angle brackets indicate spellings.) The process of inserting
aspiration between Itnl and Iknl is known as 'h-epenthesis' in the literature
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quences (tsh, tsy, and skr); all of the latter include a continuant segment.
There are no sequ ~nces of falling sonority word-initially.
4.2. Word-medic 1consonant sequences
Word-medial c msonant sequences are listed in (5):
(5) Word-medi,l consonant sequences:
C2 -7
t k hY w r n sCl.t
--w,y,r
n n" nr
ty tr tk ts th t?
tkw tsy thw
tkhw tsh thy
tkt thr
tkn thn
tsn
k k) kr kth ksh kh k?
khn
s sy sw sr sn skw sh s?
h hn5 ht hk hs
hnh htk hkw hsh
hny hth hkr hsr
hthw hkhw hsth
hs?
?t ?k ?s ?h
?th ?kh ?sh
?thr ?ksk
Word-medially there are sequences of rising sonority (e.g., tr, ky) and
of equal sonority e.g., tk, ts). However, apart from sequences beginning
(Chafe & Fosh r 1981: 136; Michelson 1988: 24-5). A fact not mentioned in the
Iroquoian litErature is that h-epenthesis also occurs in Itkl and Iktl
sequences, whi:h are realized as [thk] and [kht].
5 The apparentl y word-initial sequences Ihnl and Ihny I are reanalysed as
being word-ml ~dial for the following reasons: the relevant sequences occur in
the particle Ini? 'and', and in the words hnyakwai? 'bear', hna?g2hka:?
'underwear', ,nd hnyp?l}h 'the colour white', However, all of these words
except for hni' are defective because they are missing a pronominal prefix
(such as la-I); evidence is that: (a) accent placement in these words is regular
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with laryngeals (e.g., ht, hk), there are no sequences of falling sonority.
Additionally, most ofthe larger sequences contain Ihl, lsi, 17 I, [w] or [y];
however, a few of the larger sequences such as Itktl and Itknl contain
three stop obstruents. A word illustrating the sequence Itktl is shown in (6).
(For reasons explained in 911, the boundary between the mixed group
known as the prepronominal prefixes and the uniform group of pronomi-
nal prefixes is marked with a number sign # in all relevant examples.)
(6) itkta7k6 [Mithun & Henry 1982: 567]
i-t#k-ta7-k
PROTH-CISL-I-stand. up-MODALIZER
'I was standing there'
Significantly, the Itktl sequence occurs after a prothetic vowel; Iwill
argue in 911 that words with prothetic vowels (and ultimately, Cayuga
verbs in general) are prosodically complex; the presence of larger se-
quences such as Itktl can be explained with this assumption.
4.3. Word-final consonant sequences
Word-final consonant sequences (and related alternations) are summa-
rized in (7). Some underlying word-final consonants, listed in brackets, are
deleted in surface form. Word-finally, there are surface consonant se-
quences of falling sonority only. Furthermore, such sequences only begin
with a laryngeal; otherwise, only singletons occur word-finally. The type
of singleton that can occur word-finally is also constrained in that Inl, [w],
and [y] are absent. (lrl does not occur word-finally.) This observation is
discussed further in the following section.
only if we assume an underlying word-initial vowel (i.e., a prefix such as /0-
f) that is deleted 'after' accent placement; (b) related words have a pronominal
prefix such as /0-/ before the /hn/ and /hny/ sequences; and (c) pronominal
prefixes such as /0-/ can delete, viz. [ohona7ta7, hona7ta7] 'potato', and
[ohskwa~7ta7, skwa~7ta7] 'coltsfoot'. In summary, although the sequences
/Im/ and /hny / appear to be word-initial, they are word-medial in
underlying form.
6 Aspiration (known as h-epenthesis) occurs between each of the stops in the
/ tkt/ sequence.
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(7) Word-final, :onsonant sequences:
C2 -7
ClJ,
y w r n
--
w,y,r,n
t t(w)
k k(w)
s
h
?
k s h
k(t) (t)s
(k)s
s(t) s(k)
ht hk hs
hk(w) hs(t)
7t 7k 7S
7k(t)
ht;nahsheta tfl [hkw]ahs
ht;n-ahsheta ta-hkw-ahs
THEY(M)-number-
pick.up-HAB
'bingo (lit.: they (m) are
drawing numbers)'
hewMo[?kt]ha7
he#w-at-o?kt-ha?
CISL-IT-SEMI-end-HAB
'it ends over there'
d. (iv)hey6th lho[7kJ
he#yo--hah-07kt
CISL-IT-,EMI-road-end.AsP
'end of t le trail'
(iii)
Word-finally, t le final consonant in sequences of equal or rising sonor-
ity is generally deeted, as shown in (8a). (This observation does not apply
to consonant + laIyngeal sequences, which are discussed in 99.) However,
/s/ is preserved Even when it is final, as shown in (8b). (Relevant alterna-
tions are highlight ~d within square brackets.)
(8) Word final c )nsonant deletion / retention:
a. Deleti( n of final consonants:
(i) athahy a[hk J d. (ii)
at#h-ahya-hkw-77
FACT.OlJAL-HE-berry-
pick.t P-PUNC
'he pick{ d up the fruit'
(v) t;htye[r sJ
t;#ht-YEhst-7
FUT-Y01J.s-mix-PUNC
'you will add'
b. Retentbn offinal lsi:
(i) hat6:wi[:SJ
h-atoVl at-s
HE-huT:t-HAB
'he is a ]-unter'
d.(vi)
d. (ii)
tekay~[hstJha7
te#ka-yehst-ha?
OUAL-IT-mix-HAB
'a blender (lit.: it mixes)'
t;ha:t6:wa:[t]
t;#h-atowat- ?
FUT-HE-hunt-puNC
'he will hunt'
7 Note that final glottal stop is also deleted in some examples. In general, word-
final glottal stc p is preserved only when immediately preceded by a vowel.
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(iii) i:ke[:s]
i#k-e-k-s
PROTH-j-EPEN-ea t- HAB
'1 eat'
d. (iv) e:ke:[k]
~#k-e-k-7
FUT-j-EPEN-eat-puNC
'1 will eat'
d. ~kra:ke[:]7
~#k-rakew- 7
FUT-j-eraSe-PUNC
'1 will erase, wipe'
For example, in (8a. iii), final It I in the sequence 17ktl is deleted. In con-
trast, in (8b. i), final lsi is retained in the Itsl sequence. Also, as shown in
the examples in (8b), final consonant deletion can result in Compensatory
Lengthening (CL); CL also occurs in later examples.
4.4. Word-final deletion and compensatory lengthening of sonorants
As mentioned earlier, the type of singleton that can occur word-finally
is highly constrained: word-finally Inl, [w], and [y] delete with CL, while 17 I
is maintained. For example, in (9a), morpheme-final [w] is preserved by
the addition of a (habitual aspect) suffix but deletes with CL before the
punctual aspect suffix (1-7 I).
(9) Word final deletion of In,w,y I:
a. deletion of [w]:
krake:[w]ahs
k-rakew-ahs
I-erase-HAB
'1 am erasing, wiping'
b. deletion of In/:
khre:[n]ahs
k-hren-ahs
I-cut-HAB
'1 cut it all the time'
c. deletion of [y]:
h~he:[Y]Qhs
ha-iheY-Qhs
HE-die-HAB
'he is dying'
d. ~khre[:]7
~#k-hren-7
FUT-I-Cut-PUNC
'1 will cut it'
d. ~kihe[:J7
~#k-ihey-7
FUT-I-die-puNc
'1 will die'
These and earlier observations show that laryngeals differ from other
sonorants: 1) word-finally, laryngeals are retained while other sonorants
are deleted; 2) elsewhere, the only possible sequences of falling sonority
begin with a laryngeal.
4.5. SUMMARY
General observations which can be drawn from 94.1-4.4 concern se-
quences and singletons. First, regarding sequences: 1) sequences of rising
sonority occur word-initially and word-medially; however, word-finally,
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such sequences a re simplified to singletons; 2) apart from sequences be-
ginning with lar} ngeals, sequences of falling sonority do not exist: there
are no such seque:lces beginning with [w], [y] or /r/; 3) sequences of equal
sonority occur wmd-initially and word-medially; however, word-finally,
one consonant d, ~letes in such sequences; and 4) larger (3+) sequences
usually contain the continuants /h/, /s/ /7/, [w] or [y]; the exceptions
(sequences containing three stop segments) occur in a prosodic environ-
ment to be discUSEed in 911.
Second, regardtng singletons: 1) [w] and [y] never appear in coda posi-
tion; and 2) /n/ !)Ccurs in coda position only in two sequences of rising
sonority (lny/ ard /nr/). Thus, Cayuga disprefers prototypical sonorant
codas.s While thi:: fact deserves further analysis, for the purposes of this
paper the coda cOl1dition is not relevant (because it applies to singletons),
except to the extel1t that the prohibition against sonorant codas needs to
be assumed. In rEmaining sections, I focus on explaining how consonant
sequences syllabi:y within the CV(V)C template in Cayuga, leaving the
problem of coda cemditions for future study.
5. THE CV(V)C SYl LABLE TEMPLATE
Unlike previou, accounts, I propose that Cayuga has a CV(V)C syllable
template which maximally syllabifies two-consonant sequences. Several
arguments againsl assuming a larger template with either a complex coda
or complex onset ,.re presented below.
5.1. Against a complex coda
The presence OJa complex coda in Cayuga is ruled out because, as dis-
cussed in 94.4, the ~eare no consonant sequences of falling sonority either
underlyingly or in surface forms; such sequences would form prototypical
complex codas, ye t none exist. (Sequences of falling sonority which begin
with a laryngeal are not counterexamples; syllabification of such se-
quences is discussEd in 98.1.)
5.2. Against com ,lex onsets: accentual phenomena
Because Cayugil has surface consonant sequences of rising sonority, as-
suming a complex onset initially appears plausible. However, compelling
evidence against a complex onset is that, for the purposes of accent place-
ment, the first con: ;onant of any two-consonant sequence closes a syllable
8 Melinger (1997: 44) notes that the same condition holds in Seneca.
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(Chafe 1977: 176; Dyck 1997; Foster 1982: 60). This generalization applies
to sequences such as [t.r] (where a period indicates a syllable boundary),
even though / tr / could be syllabified as a complex onset.
5.3. Against complex onsets: epenthesis facts
A second argument against complex onsets involves the syllabification
of sequences such as /tkw/. If the template were CCV(V)C, these should
parse into a coda followed by a complex onset, i.e., as [t.kw]. However, as-
suming a CCV(V)C template predicts too many possible consonant se-
quences and too few sites of epenthesis. As table (10) shows, a putative
CCV(V)C template predicts 27 possible surface consonant sequences; how-
ever, only two such sequences occur in surface forms, viz. / tkw / and / tsy /,
which are bolded in (10):
(10) Actual surface consonant sequences and those predicted
by a CCV(V)C template:
Onset
~ tw ty tr kw ky kr sw sy sr
Coda J-
t Uw tty Ur t.kw t.ky t.kr t.sw t.sy t.sr
k k.tw kty ktr kkw kky kkr ksw ksy ksr
s S.tw s.ty s.tr s.kw s.ky s.kr s.sw s.sy s.sr
(Note for future reference that the two extant sequences end with con-
tinuant segments.)
Some of the sequences predicted in (10) do occur underlyingly as a result
of morpheme concatenation; however, as shown in (11), these are subject
to e-epenthesis.9
(11) e-epenthesis examples (non-underlying epenthetic [e] is included in
the morpheme breakdown):
a. o[tetrhma.i7
o-t-tr~na-i7
IT-sRF-odour-be .stuck. to.s. t.
'an odour'
b. [ketrk;nf:yo:
k-tr~:n-i:yo:
I-odour-nice
'1 smell nice'
9 Example (11) lists all the combinations of two obstruents plus a glide or liquid
for which 1could find examples in an SOOO-worddatabase.
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c. a[kek\r]aQt
ak-kv. a-Qt
I-boil-lttached
'I have, n abcess, a boil'
d. tesa[tE sw]aht
te#s-al-swah t
DUAL-) ou.s-sRF-smell.something
'you sm ~ll it'
e. a[kes",]ahsk~h~:7
ak-sw: lhs-k~h~:7
I-sme!: .HAB-FORMER
'I used t) be able to smell (but my nose quit working)'
The examples i1(11) show that underlying sequences of two obstruents
followed by a glid ~or liquid can be subject to epenthesis. I will not explain
why sequences such as Itkw I fail to trigger epenthesis, while sequences
such as Ikkw I an' subject to epenthesis. (An OCP-based account would al-
low [tkw] but not [kkw].) It is clear, however, that sequences of three con-
sonants are dispr ~ferred, and that positing a complex onset incorrectly
predicts no epenHesis whatsoever.
In summary, or the one hand, a larger CCV(V)Ctemplate is undesirable;
on the other hand, a smaller CV(V)Ctemplate is apparently too small to ac-
comodate sequenc es of more than two consonants-at first glance, for ex-
ample, it does not I~xplain why I tkw I sequences fail to trigger epenthesis.
5.4. Fitting large consonant sequences into a small template
In order to recc ncile the presence of large consonant sequences with a
small syllable tenlplate, I propose that some consonant sequences can
parse as singletolls in constrained environments (see also Dyck 1990;
Doherty 1993; Sterlade 1994). This type of parsing is referred to as MERGE
throughout the paper. MERGE allows continuant segments to be realized as
secondary articulations: underlying Ihl can be realized as aspiration [h],
underlying 171 as glottalization [7], underlying lsi as frication [5]' [w] as
labialization [w], a:ld [y] as palatalization [Y]. MERGE has desirable conse-
quences, making i: possible to adopt a more constrained CV(V)C syllable
template which be ter predicts the sites of epenthesis and the distribution
of consonants in UJ Iderlying sequences. Arguments that there are two pos-
sible parses (mergt ~dand non-merged) for certain segments are presented
below.
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6. THE REALIZATION OF LARYNGEALS
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The realization of postvocalic laryngeals (reviewed below) provides
evidence that the laryngeals can be parsed either as full segments or as
secondary articulations.
6.1. In lengthening environments
In lengthening environments (i.e., in tonic or pre tonic position), ' ... a se-
quence IV? I is realized as [vy], i.e., as a long vowel with a change in voice
quality from modal voice to creaky voice.' (Doherty 1993: 107). In the se-
quence Ivh/, the second portion of the long vowel is voiceless (ibid.). Thus,
phonetically, laryngeals in lengthening environments are realized as non-
modally voiced vowels; in other words, they are realized as full segments.
Also in lengthening environments, both Tonic Lengthening (of the ac-
cented vowel) and Pretonic Lengthening (of the pre-accented vowel) fail to
occur when the relevant syllables contain Ihl or I? 1.10 Assuming that the la-
10 According to traditional descriptions, the lengthening processes also fails to
occur when a syllable is closed by an lsi (in an Is.tl cluster). This observation
is not supported by phonetic evidence: Doherty's acoustic measurements
show that lengthening does in fact occur when lsi closes the syllable (1993:
187ff). Examples that I have collected support Doherty's observations; an
example of lengthening before Istl is shown in (iii):
(iii) Lengthening before Istl
otetakwa:stQh 'it is bruised'
o-tat-akwastQh
IT-RFL-bruised.ASP
However, Doherty does point out two possible counterexamples to his claim
that lsi does not prevent lengthening, namely tokens containing [st)
sequences in which lengthening apparently fails to occur. Doherty
hypothesizes that the problematic tokens actually contain phonemic Ihstl
sequences and have been mistranscribed with [st] rather than with [hst). In
words containing Ihstl sequences, lengthening would be prevented by Ihl
(and not by lsi); as discussed in 96.1, Ihl would syllabify into the nucleus,
while lsi would syllabify into the coda, and It I into the onset. Thus, if the
problematic tokens actually contained underlying Ihstl, then they would not
be exceptional.
My own examples of the same words support Doherty's explanation; the
tokens in question are unexceptional; they have Ihstl sequences rather than
I stl sequences and the transcription [st] is incorrect.
Based on the above arguments, I conclude that lsi does not pattern like the
laryngeals with respect to lengthening.
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ryngeals are full ~egments in lengthening environments, vowels preceding
a laryngeal cannc t lengthen because the second nuclear position is already
filled by a laryngeal (i.e., by a non-mod ally-voiced vowel).
Thus, the laryrgeals should be analysed as full segments in lengthening
environments. In contrast, in other environments, the laryngeals are par-
asitically realized as laryngealization, as discussed below.
6.2. In non-Ieng :hening environments
In non-lengthE ning environments, the manner of realization of laryn-
geals is dependerlt on whether or not Laryngeal Metathesis (LM) applies:
LM applies to mEtrically-weak syllables (i.e., to syllables which are odd-
numbered, couning from the left edge of the word; see Chafe 1977: 177-
178; Foster 1974: 260-5, 1982: 68-71; Lounsbury 1963: 565-569). The entire
syllable is affectec by LM: syllables closed by Ihl are realized with a short,
devoiced vowel; l cvhl is pronounced [c;:\:'J. Syllables with I? I are pro-
nounced with a sllort, creaky-voiced vowel; ICV? I is pronounced as [oy].
Furthermore, the onsets of syllables containing Ihl are devoiced and/or
aspirated, while the onsets of syllables containing I? I are glottalized.ll As
these observatior s show, in LM environments, the laryngeal quality is
spread throughot It the entire syllable rather than being localized in one
segment. Thus, tIle laryngeals are not discrete segments in LM environ-
ments, but are in ,tead realized as non-modal voicing superimposed on
other segments.
In non-Iengthe 1ing environments where LM fails to apply, Ihl is pro-
nounced as [h] and I? I as a glottal catch or single 'creak' following the
vowel. While notl- ing special can be said about [h] in this environment, the
realization of I? I is telling: I? I is realized as laryngealization, which is:
' ... an articulatory tendency to create a glottal constriction, which normally
fails nevertheless to reach the maximum stricture of a full glottal stop.'
(Laver 1994: 330). Significantly, laryngealization is unlike a full segment
such as I? I; the Jarmer's realization is more 'parasitic' on that of other
segments (Laver 1194: 330).
6.3. Variable reaization
As shown abov 2, the laryngeals are realized as full segments when they
are in lengtheninl; environments; in contrast, they are realized parasiti-
cally in non-lengthening environments. This point is illustrated further in
11 Glottalization is more salient when the onsets are sonorants.
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the following diagram, which shows how laryngeal articulations are
timed with respect to other segments in Cayuga.
(12) Coarticulation of laryngeals and other segments:
Key: a. Lengthening environments
b. Non-lengthening LMenvironments
c. Non-lengthening, non-LM environments
a.
b.
c.
Time
Key: Vowel
Laryngeal
••
In lengthening environments (12a), laryngeal or non-modal voicing is
concurrent with the second half of a long vowel. In non-lengthening, LM
environments (12b), laryngeal or non-modal voicing is concurrent with the
entire short vowel (and thus also affects the pronunciation of the syllable
onset); in non-lengthening, non-LM environments (12c), non-modal voic-
ing (or laryngealization) is limited to the second half of a short vowel and
is parasitically realized on the vowel.
6.4. Merge of Ihl and I?I
The phonetic evidence reviewed above shows that the laryngeals can be
parsed in two distinct ways. When parsed as full segments, laryngeals
have the representation shown in (13): in feature-geometry terms (see
Clements & Hume 1995), the laryngeals have their own root node (.), la-
ryngeal node (L), and laryngeal feature ([ce] or [+Constricted Glottis] for
I? I), ([se] or [+Spread Glottis] for Ihl).
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(13) [h]
•
I
L
I
[SG]
In contrast, wllen parsed as secondary articulations, laryngeals have
the representatioll shown in (14), where the laryngeal lacks an indepen-
dent root node. ([r] denotes non-laryngeal features.)
(14) ....[vh I, [th]
•
I~
[F] L
I
[SG]
Example (14) illustrates either a vowel or consonant to which a laryn-
geal has parsed as a secondary articulation.
In Optimality '~heoretic terms, laryngeals will parse as secondary ar-
ticulations whene fer other, more highly ranked constraints require it.12 I
claim in this pap( r that laryngeals can parse as secondary articulations,
but only in larger consonant sequences so that all members of a sequence
can be realized. The mechanism of (under)parsing segments as secondary
articulations willl e referred to as MERGE:
(15) MERGE: (under)parse segments as secondary articulations
Example syllablfications assuming MERGE are provided in 99-11. First,
however, I discus, the implications of MERGE for other continuant seg-
ments.
7. MERGEOF[w],ly],AND/sl
I propose that .t is also phonologically advantageous (and consistent
with articulatory fi cts) to merge [w], [y], and /s/ as secondary articulations
12 The constraint1 which require laryngeals to parse as secondary articulations in
LM environments are not discussed in this paper. (See Dyck 1997.) In brief,
foot well-form ~dness constraints enforce a type of iambic shortening in LM
environments IHayes 1995: 223).
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in order to realize all members of a consonant sequence within the CV(V)C
template.
Orthographic Ikw I and Ikhw I can be realized as labialized singletons-
[kw] and [khw]-in order to syllabify sequences of more than two word-
medial consonants. Evidence that Ikhw I can be parsed as the singleton
[khw] is that this sequence patterns like the underlying labialized phoneme
Ikw/,
(16) [khw- kh]
a. o[khw]a7
o-khw-a7
IT-food-NSF
'its food'
b. ese:[kh]o:ni7
e#s-e-khw-Qni7
FUT-YOU .s-lOPEN-food -make .ASP
'you will cook'
As shown in (16a), the [w] in the Ikhw I sequence is pronounced before
non-rounded vowels, but deleted before rounded vowels. In this respect,
the sequence Ikhw I patterns like tautomorphemic, labialized Ikw I and un-
like the heteromorpherllic sequence Ik+w I.
Phonetic evidence that [y] can be realized as a secondary articulation is
provided in 911.
7.1. Realization of Itsl, Iksl, Istl, and Iskl as singletons
I propose that lsi in stop-s and s-stop sequences can also be merged
with other segments in order to meet syllable template requirements
(following Dyck 1990; Steriade 1994: 248-249). The s-stop sequences I ski
and Istl can be realized as the singletons [st] and [sk], while the stop-s se-
quences Iksl and Itsl can be realized as [ks] and [ts].While the latter possi-
bility is relatively uncontroversial, the realization of I stl and I ski as
singletons requires further motivation: first, there is evidence from English
child language acquisition and from English phonotactic constraints in
favour of analysing Iskl and Istl as singletons. For example, Barlow &
Dinnsen (1998: 2) argue that clusters pattern like singleton affricates in one
child's disordered phonology; they also discuss a wide range of evidence
from previous studies supporting the claim that children represent clusters
as single units underlyingly (ibid: 3-4); of particular interest is a study by
Smit (1993), (cited in Barlow & Dinnsen 1998: 4-5), which reports
epenthesis ' ... to be uncommon in normally developing children's
productions for all target lsi clusters of English.' This' ... lend[s] support to
the notion that (at least) the lsi clusters are represented as single units
underlyingly for [normally developing] children and perhaps even adult
speakers of English.' (Barlow & Dinnsen 1998: 5).
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Second, evidellce from English phonotactics involves 3-consonant on-
sets, which all begin with [stL [skL or [spL followed by [IL [rL [y] or [w] (see
discussion in Kerstowicz 1994: 258); these sequences violate the SSP and
complicate the dEscription of English syllable structure if the s+stop por-
tions are construEd to be sequences; however, if analysed as singletons, s-
initial sequences ere unexceptional.
In summary, e, idence from English shows that /s/ + stop clusters can be
analysed as sir gletons. Likewise, I hypothesize that all of the
[+continuantL n )n-vocalic segments of Cayuga can be realized as
secondary artiet; lations, especially when there are more than two
consonants in a ~equence to be syllabified. With this assumption, it is
possible to expbin how most sequences are syllabified in Cayuga.
However, before ::howing that this is the case, it is first necessary to deal
with certain complications regarding the syllabification of the laryngeals.
8. SYLLABIFICATIi)N OF LARYNGEALS
I will argue bel )w that postvocalic laryngeals syllabify into the nucleus,
rather than the c( da of the syllable. Furthermore, when postvocalic, the
laryngeals are ree lized either as full segments or as secondary articula-
tions, depending (n whether or not they are in a lengthening environment.
In contrast, non-p,)stvocalic laryngeals typically syllabify as full segments,
unless they occur in larger clusters; in the latter case, they can undergo
MERGE so that all ~egments of the sequence may be phonetically realized.
8.1. Postvocalic s vllabification
The postvocalic syllabification of laryngeals is seemingly atypical: when
postvocalic, /h/ aI ld /7/ syllabify with a preceding syllable rather than into
the onset of a foU)wing syllable (Michelson 1988: 118; postvocalic laryn-
geals also syllabify with the preceding syllable in Mohawk and Onondaga;
Michelson 1988: 1;4, 94-5.) Evidence for the atypical syllabification of
postvocalic laryng ~als in Cayuga is from LM:as shown in (In LM applies
even to (weak) syll3.bles which are closed by a single postvocalic laryngeal.
(Underlining of a "owel in the orthography denotes the application of LM;
thus, the tmderline:l /0/ has been devoiced in (17)-see footnote 1).
(17) a. satkQh::Qhae
s-at- k(:hs-ohae
YOU .5-5 ,MI-face-wash
'wash yo 11 face!'
b. [sat. k<h . sQh . a . e]
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In order to describe the environment for LM uniformly, one must as-
sume that postvocalic laryngeals syllabify with a preceding syllable, as in
(17b). It is then possible to say that LM is triggered by laryngeals occurring
within the same syllable as the affected vowel. This reasoning leads to the
conclusion that postvocalic laryngeals in Cayuga do not syllabify as onsets,
violating a strong cross-linguistic trend.
However, the atypical postvocalic syllabification of laryngeals follows
from the assumption that the laryngeals are less sonorous than low vow-
els, but more sonorous than high vowels and [w, y]:
(1') Sonority scale:
[low vowels> mid vowels, 7, h > high vowels, w, y > r > n > t, k, s]
Given the above assumption, postvocalic laryngeals do not syllabify as
onsets because they are vowel-like enough to resist glide formation. In
comparison, the other approximants [w, y], more readily syllabify into the
syllable margin because they are less sonorous than /? I and Ih/.
In summary, postvocalic laryngeals syllabify with the preceding sylla-
ble. A remaining question is whether postvocalic laryngeals syllabify into
the nucleus or into the coda of the preceding syllable. To address this ques-
tion, I review evidence from the phonetic realization of laryngeals (96) and
from the general retention of laryngeals word-finally (94.4). First, the
phonetic evidence is that postvocalic laryngeals are realized either as non-
modal vowels or as secondary articulations of vowels; this observation
indicates that the laryngeals are more vowel-like than other segments.
Thus, the SSP predicts that vowel-like (laryngeal) segments should prefer a
nuclear position. Second, laryngeals are retained word-finally while the
other sonorants (ln/, [w]' and [yJ) are deleted. Laryngeal retention is un-
remarkable only if we assume that postvocalic laryngeals syllabify into the
nucleus, rather than into the coda. With this assumption, it is possible to
state that Cayuga generally prohibits sonorants in coda position. This
prohibition affects In/, [w]' and [y], which would otherwise syllabify into
the coda word-finally, but it has no effect on the word-final laryngeals,
which can syllabify into the nucleus. To illustrate:
(18) a. !..~n+?1 b. o c. 0
~ A
11 11'" 11 11
I / ~ V
~ / n + 7 ~7
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when the underlymg sequence shown in (18a) is syllabified, the /n/ under-
goes Stray Erasu ~e,with CL (18b). The final glottal stop in (18c) is then
realized as laryngealization on the final long vowel (i.e., it is syllabified
into the nucleus).
While postvoeclic laryngeals syllabify into the nucleus, non-postvocalic
laryngeals syllabiJy into other positions, as outlined below.
8.2. Laryngeal s~'llabification word-initially and after consonants
/h/ appears word-initially, while /7/ never occurs word-initially for
morphophonemic reasons.13 (As the facts are similar for /h/ and /7/, I will
discuss only /h/ 1elow.)14/h/ is not stray-erased word-initially, and in this
position, /h/ canr at be syllabified into a nucleus (since /h/ is never the sole
occupant of the n lCleus). I propose that /h/ syllabifies as a full-segment
onset when it is Hord-initial. (19) gives the representation for the word-
initial syllable [ha I. (Features are omitted for non-laryngeal segments.)
(19) (J
/~
• •
I
L
I
[SC) [a)
/h/ must also ;yllabify as a full-segment onset when it appears as the
second consonant of a two-consonant sequence: this is because, as dis-
cussed in 95.2, any two-consonant sequence, including one ending with /h/,
is heterosyllabic fer the purposes of accent placement. (20) illustrates such
two-consonant sec uences in the string fat.ha):
13 Non-phonemic [7] is inserted word-initially before vowels (Michelson
1988:10).
14 The segment / 1/ normally occurs after vowels, and rarely occurs as the second
member of a Co msonant cluster. (In the majority of cases where /7/ does occur
after a consoni.nt, the /7/ begins a diminutive suffix /-7ah/.) Phonetically, a
consonant clu ster with /7/ is pronounced as a glottalized consonant. I
hypothesize tr at /7/ is realized as the secondary articulation of a preceding
consonant, ane otherwise patterns like /h/.
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(20) (J (J
I ~Ij..l
~~• • • •
I I
I
L
I
[aJ [tJ [SGJ [aJ
In summary, the laryngeals syllabify as full segments when they are: 1)
postvocalic in lengthening environments (96.1); 2) word-initial (S8.2); or 3)
the second consonant of a two-consonant sequence (S8.2). In contrast, the
laryngeals are realized as secondary articulations in non-lengthening en-
vironments (S6.2) and when in larger (3+) sequences (96.3-6.4).
Having outlined how laryngeals syllabify, it is now possible to explain
how consonant sequences syllabify in general. In the following sections, I
outline how word-medial, word-final, then word-initial sequences are
syllabified.
9. PARSING OF WORD-MEDIAL CONSONANT SEQUENCES
Word-medial two-consonant sequences (listed previously in (5)) syllab-
ify as follows:
(21) a. Nucleus Onset Nucleus Onset
h t h k
h s ? t
7 k 7 s
? h
b. Coda Onset Coda Onset
n y n r
t y t r
t k t s
t h t ?
k Y k r
k h k ?
S Y s w
s r s n
s h s ?
If the first consonant of a sequence is laryngeal (21a), the laryngeal syl-
labifies into a nucleus and the second consonant syllabifies as an onset;
otherwise, (21b), the first consonant syllabifies into a coda and the second,
into an onset.
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n
k
w
r
th
r
r
?
r
h
Onset
s
s
th
s
Coda
th
th
k
kh
t
k
h
h
h
h
?
?
y
n
sh
h
h
h
th
h
h
n
t
s
s
t
k
h
h
h
h
?
Larger word-rredial sequences syllabify as follows. (Laryngeals which
are parsed as seccndary articulations are superscripted):
(22) Nucle us Coda Onset Nucleus
t sh
th
th
k
Onset
khw
Coda
t
Any initial lar:rngeal syllabifies into a nucleus; non-laryngeal conso-
nants syllabify ir to either a coda or an onset; where necessary, non-
postvocalic laryngeals are merged as secondary articulations of on-
setl coda consonar -is in order to realize all members of the sequence within
the CV(V)C syllabk template.
Word-medial lhree- and four-consonant sequences such as Itkw/,
I tkhw I, and I sk IV I can also be realized as surface two-consonant se-
quences with labidization-[tkw], [tkhw], and [skwl. They syllabify into the
CV(V)C template a; follows:
(23) Coda Onset
t kw
s kw
r
OnsetNucleus Coda
h skr
r
OnsetCoda
st
st
The initial cor sonant of any sequence syllabifies into a coda; the
remaining sequen :es, Ikw I or Ikhw I, are realized as a singleton onset
consonant.
The largest wor i-medial sequences contain both Ihl and lsi. They syl-
labify as follows:
(24) NucleI IS
h
Any initial laryngeal syllabifies into a nucleus, and lsi merges with It I or
Ikl to form a singl ~ton,which is parsed into coda position. Irl then syllabi-
fies as an onset.
For reasons W lich will become apparent, larger word-medial se-
quences such as Itktl and Itknl will be reanalysed as word-initial. These
sequences will be dlscussed in 911.
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10. PARSING OF WORD-FINAL CONSONANT SEQUENCES
s
t
k
Word-final sequences beginning with laryngeals syllabify as follows:
Nucleus Coda
h s
h t
7
7
7
(25)
Any initial laryngeal syllabifies into the nucleus of the final syllable; an
obstruent It/, Ikl or lsi then syllabifies into the coda of the final syllable.
Other word-final sequences parse as follows:
(26) Nucleus Coda Stray Erasure
k t
h s t
s t
s k
k w
h k
t w
Any initial laryngeal syllabifies into the nucleus; then, the first of two
obstruents syllabifies into the coda of the final syllable; finally, the last
segment of each sequence undergoes Stray Erasure. Although Ikw I and
Itw I could also be parsed as the singletons [kw] and [twj, I hypothesize that
even if they did so, they would simplify to singletons lacking secondary ar-
ticulations because of a general prohibition against complex segments
word-finally.
10.1. Preference for parsing lsI word-finally
In the word-final sequences I(t)s/, and I(k)s/, we expect final lsi to
delete; however, the It I and Ikl delete instead. Assuming MERGE, the
word-final stop-s sequences Iksl and Itsl should be realized as the surface
affricates [ks] and [ts]. However, Cayuga does not have any complex seg-
ments word-finally (although Mohawk and other related languages have
final [ks] and [ts]). I propose that MERGE does apply to I(t)sl and I(k)s/, but
that the resulting affricates [ks] and [ts] subsequently simplify to fricatives
word- (or syllable-) finally:
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[F] [ t-continuant]
As shown in (28), word-final affricates undergo deletion of relevant
place features ([F!); the feature [+continuant] remains and is ultimately
realized as word. final [s]. Syllable-final simplification of affricates also
occurs in languagEs such as Basque, where Itsl becomes [s] in coda position
if a plosive follow; (Hualde 1987). A similar process occurs in Innu-aimun
(Montagnais), wh~re the affricate ItJ I becomes [s] before [t] (Clarke 1982:
18).
11. PARSING OF WORD-INITIAL CONSONANT SEQUENCES
Most word-iniial sequences (see (4)) cannot be syllabified into the
single-consonant (nset proposed in 95.2: however, as discussed in 97, some
underlying sequer ces can be parsed as singletons after MERGE has applied:
(28) Simplex onsets: [kh), [sh), [th), [nh]
(1include Inhl here, although, as discussed in 94.1, its status as a word-
initial sequence is narginal.)
Other word-inil ial sequences that can parse as singletons are I tshl and
Itsy/, which are pronounced respectively as [tsh]and [j]/[ts]. ([j] is in free
variation with [ts]; [j] more commonly occurs before front vowels, but [ts]
can also be heard n this position.) As in 97, 1 hypothesize that the second
and third conson ant of each sequence can be realized as secondary
articulations of th ~initial coronal consonants; in other words, I tshl and
Itsy I can be realiz,~d as single segments or simplex onsets:
(29) More s mplex onsets: [tsh],[tsJl[j]
11.1. A word-initi.ll appendix
Some of the remaining word-initial sequences violate the SSP;1propose
that such sequenCt s syllabify via non-core syllabification, specifically into
an Ap(pendix) to tile prosodic word.
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(30) co
/lAp (J
I I
C1 C2
k t
s t
s k
co
/lAp (J
I I
C1 C2
t s
t k
As shown above, given the appendix, it is possible to syllabify at most
two consonants word-initially, (the first consonant into the appendix, and
the second consonant into the onset of the first syllable of the word). In the
environment shown in (30), Isk/, Ist/, Itsl and Iksl are not parsed as sin-
gletons word-initially; this is because MERGE is a last resort.
Syllabification into the appendix also permits word-initial consonant
sequences of rising sonority to be realized:
(31) co co
/l /l
Ap (J Ap (J
I I I I
C1 C2 C1 C2
k Y s r
k w t Y
k r t w
s n t r
s y sk r
s w
The first consonant of a two-consonant sequences syllabifies into the
appendix, and the second consonant syllabifies into the onset of the first
syllable. In the Iskrl sequence, lsi merges with Ikl to form a singleton, [sk].
In summary, assuming a CV(V)C template, MERGE, and a word-initial
appendix, it is possible to syllabify most of the consonant sequences of
Cayuga. Sequences which remain to be explained are exceptionally large
ones such as I tktl and I tkn/. These remaining sequences are analysed be-
low.
12. SYLLABI FICA nON OF WORD-INTERNAL THREE-STOP SEQUENCES
Recall that word-internal consonant sequences such as I tktl contain
three stop segments. No mechanism posited so far can explain the exis-
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tence of such a la "ge cluster of stops. Explaining the presence of such clus-
ters requires rEference to morphological (and ultimately, syntac-
tic/ phonological; structure: an explanation begins with the fact that the
word in example 6), repeated below, begins with a prothetic vowel, [i].
(6') itkta71 [Mithun & Henry 1982: 567]
i-t#k-t 17-k
PROTH-CISL-I-stand.up-MODALIZER
'I was sianding there'
12.1. Prothesis
The prothetic ,owel [i] is added just in case a verb has only one vowel
(Michelson 1988: ] 19). If the prothetic vowel were removed, the underlying
sequence / tkt/ we uld be word-initial:
(32) Before prothesis: /t#k-ta7k/
Syllabification of the form in (32) would result in the ungrammatical
(33), where the ini :ial [t] is stray.
(33) *(0
/1Ap 0
I ~
C1 C2 V
I I I
t' k t a
If prothesis did not occur, the initial [t] would delete through Stray
Erasure or trigger epenthesis. However, a felicitous side-effect of prothe-
sis is that it create:, a syllable within which the potentially stray / t/ can be
syllabified, as the Jollowing incomplete prosodic structure illustrates:
(0(34)
/1
Ap 00
I~ I
V -1 C2 C3
I I I I
t k t
Prothesis thus I'revents deletion of a segment in an otherwise anoma-
lously large sequerce of three stops.
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The prosodic structure shown in (34) is incomplete because the initial
syllable is not incorporated into a prosodic word. Interestingly, rethinking
the prosodic structure of words such as (34) allows for a unified analysis of
prothesis and of the existence of exceptionally large clusters. Below, I ar-
gue that the Cayuga verb is a prosodic phrase, rather than a prosodic
word; as a consequence, anomalous word-medial clusters can be reanal-
ysed as unexceptional word-initial clusters.
Evidence that the Cayuga verb is a prosodic phrase comes from the
motivation for prothesis. First, prothesis does not take place in order to
create an accentable foot: words with prothetic vowels are often still not
accentable in isolation (for example, the word [itkta7k] has no word-ac-
cent). Nor does prothesis take place in order to create a minimal word:
Dyck (1997) argues that words such as /t-k-ta7k/ without a prothetic [i] al-
ready contain enough material for a foot/minimal word, viz. a heavy /
closed syllable.l5
To explain why prothesis occurs, I propose that the prothetic vowel in
(34) forms not only a syllable, but a separate prosodic word:
(35) <I>
~
0) 0)
I /1
(J Ap (J
~ I I
V C1 C2 C3
I I I I
t k t
As illustrated in (35), the prosodic unit which corresponds to the mor-
phological word [itkta7k] is a prosodic phrase (<I» containing two prosodic
words (0). Assuming this, the motivation for prothesis is to create a mini-
mal (two-O) prosodic phrase: cross-linguistically, many languages have
rules which adjust the size of the prosodic phrase so that it minimally con-
tains two prosodic words (see discussion in Inkelas & Zec 1995: 544).
15 Words such as [itkta7kJ bear no High tone accent when pronounced in
isolation. However, when utterance-medial, such words bear High tone on
the final syllable. This final H tone is not word-accent, but rather, an
intonational High tone. (Dyck 1997).
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If verbs with p 'othetic vowels contain two prosodic words, then large
sequences such as / tkt/ actually span a word boundary; as shown in (35),
such sequences are unexceptional under this reanalysis.
The above prop )sal assumes a more complex internal structure for the
Cayuga verb, whicl is further motivated below.
12.2. The Cayuga' 'erb-word as a prosodic phrase
The assumption that the Cayuga verb is a prosodic phrase is consistent
with the generativ ~syntax insight that verbs in polysynthetic languages
are 'Infl' Phrases (Ps; Chomsky 1991, Pollock 1989). Assuming that the
Cayuga verb-wore! is a syntactic phrase, it should also be a prosodic
phrase: this is because, following Selkirk (1986) and later work, syntactic
phrases (such as p) generally map into prosodic phrases (<1».Syntax-
phonology map pin ~thus provides a prosodic structure (a <I>-phrase)which
triggers a minim, I size requirement; the latter motivates prothesis.
Prothesis, in turn, creates a prosodic word and allows for an appendix into
which an extra con: :onant can be realized.
The structure posited in (35) not only explains sequences after prothetic
vowels, but also Sf quences occuring at the major boundary which exists
between the prepre ,nominal prefixes and the pronominal prefixes. (Recall
that this boundary has been marked with a # in all relevant examples.)
Example sequences include /tkn/ and /skn/:
(36) a. I?tknl?:tsli:ne?
I?-t#k-n~:ts-hi:ne-?
FUT-DUAL-I-arm-Iead -PUNC
'I willleac, it by the arm'
b. I?tsnik21ll?7
I?-t#s-niLQhl?-?
FUT-DUA"-you.s-depressed-PUNC
'you will! e depressed'
To explain such sequences, I propose that the prepronominal prefixes
are separate prosod ic words (or proclitics) and that the boundary between
the prepronominal md pronominal prefixes is a word boundary. The pre-
pronominal prefixe:: are a mixed group, including mood morphemes, mor-
phemes expressing movement towards or away from an object, negation
morphemes, etc. Tie prepronominal prefixes express concepts which are
expressed through :;yntactic words (such as adverbs and modals) in other
languages.
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Assuming the proclitic analysis, the examples in (36) would parse as
follows:
(37) ~
~
0) 0)
I /l
(J Ap (J
~ I I
V C1 Cz C3
I I I I
~ t k/s n
The initial It I of these three-consonant sequences would syllabify with
the first prosodic word, while the final two segments of I tknl and I tsnl
would syllabify with the second prosodic word.
In summary, larger sequences occurring near the left edge of the
Cayuga verb exist because of the presence of a prosodic word boundary
within the word. Following Inkelas (1989), the structure of words such as
(35) and (37) is
(38) [ X [ ... ] m]m
where Xis a proclitic or prothetic vowel.
12.3. Anomalous near-word-finaI sequences
Not discussed earlier is the fact that larger anomalous consonant se-
quences also exist near the right edge of the Cayuga verb. Positing a more
complex prosodic structure for the Cayuga verb-word also explains the
existence of these clusters. Example words are provided in (39). ((39b)
shows the same verb root as in (39a); the relevant sequences are also en-
closed in square brackets.)
(39) Extra segments near the right edge of the word:
a. tesahsikya[?ksk]Q: 'you are always stumbling, etc.'
te-s-ahsik -ya? k-s- kQ:
DUAL-you.s-foot-cut Ibreak -HAB-FACILITAIVE
d. b. kahstQtri:ya[7s] 'a hay-mower'
ka-hstQtr-iya?k-s
IT-hay-cut/break-HAB
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As shown in (39), the addition of certain suffixes such as the facilitative
/ -kQ:/ enables th€ retention of consonants which would otherwise be
deleted through Shay Erasure word-finally: the /k/ of the word-final /?ks/
sequence is realized in (39a) but not in (39b). These facts can both be ex-
plained by assumirg that / -kQ:/ is an enclitic (see Inkelas 1989: 105). As a
separate prosodic word, the enclitic can also have an appendix which
licences an extra s€gment. To illustrate, the final two syllables of (39a) are
contrasted with th€ final syllable of (39b) (sub syllabic constituency is omit-
ted):
(40) a. <l> b. <l>
~~ I
0)1 O)Z 0)
I /1 I
(J Ap (J (J
~ I ~ ~
V V <:1 Cz C3 VV V V C4
I I I I I V I I I
a ? 1 s k Q: a ? ks~ s
The presence of .In appendix permits all of the segments of the sequence
/?ks/ to be syllabiied in (40a):16 /k/ (C1) appears in the coda of the first
prosodic word (0)1)' while remaining consonants syllabify into the ap-
pendix (Cz) and or set (C3) of the second prosodic word (O)z). In contrast,
the absence of an aFpendix in (40b) ultimately results in deletion of /k/ (c4);
/k/ is merged with /s/ to form the affricate [ks]; subsequently, the features
of [k] delete throUgl syllable-final deaffrication (see 910.1).
In summary, la 'ger sequences occurring near the right edge of the
Cayuga verb exist Jecause of the presence of an enclitic (prosodic word)
boundary within the verb. Following Inkelas (1989), the structure of words
such as (40a) is
(41) [[ .. ,] m <]m
where X is an enclib c.
16 I assume that M,RGE does not apply to the first Ikl and lsi of the l?ks#k ... 1
sequence; if it di:l, Iksl would be realized as an affricate [ks] and would then be
subject to syllal,le-final deaffrication; thus the initial Ikl of the I?ks#k ... I
sequence would be deleted if MERGE had applied.
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Positing the more complex prosodic structure for the Cayuga verb word
explains the presence of all word-medial three-plosive sequences. Such
larger sequences occur near verb edges, where they syllabify across pro-
clitic / enclitic word boundaries.
13. SUMMARY: SYLLABIFICATION OF CAYUGACONSONANT SEQUENCES
<p.m. <p.f.
e E
Cll.i. Cll.f. Cll.i. Cll.m. Cll.f.
F <p.m. <p.m. <p.m. <p.m.
A B e D B
I have shown above how to syllabify all Cayuga consonant sequences,
assuming MERGE, a ev(v)e syllable template (abbreviated as eve below),
and a prosodically-complex verb-word:
(42) [ leAP eve] Cll [ eAP eve. eve]Cll [eAP eve] Cll] <p
Cll.i. Cll.f.
First, as shown in (42), the left edge of the Cayuga verb is a word-initial
and phrase-initial environment (A); a maximum of two stop consonants
can be syllabified in this position, one into an Appendix, and one into an
onset. Second, within the Cayuga verb, there are three environments: 1) a
word-final, phrase-medial environment (6), 2) a word-initial, phrase-me-
dial environment (e), and 3) a word-medial, phrase-medial environment
(D). Three stop consonants can be syllabified across environments Band C.
Third, the right edge of the Cayuga verb is a word-final, phrase-final en-
vironment (E). A maximum of one stop consonant can be syllabified into
this position. Finally, continuant segments can be added to all the maximal
stop clusters, provided that they are realized as secondary articulations.
14. A COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS ACCOUNTS
Previous input-based accounts assume a larger template with complex
onsets and/or codas. (See for example Benger 1984, 1985, Dyck 1990, and
Doherty 1993 for Cayuga, Michelson 1983, 1988 for Mohawk). For exam-
ple, perhaps the most well-developed account (Melinger 1997) initially
posits the following template for Seneca:
(43) Seneca syllable template
(initial version, modified from Melinger 1997: 25):
Onset Nucleus Coda
{t,kl {h)
1 2
(s,n,w) {y,?}
3 4
v I?}
5
{s,t,k,h}
6
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However, Melirger notes that the above template grossly overgener-
ates consonant seq'lences for Seneca; ' ... for example, the template ... has
six slots, but Seneca only allows a maximum of five consonants medially ... '
[Melinger 1997: 29]. Melinger is forced to posit a series of templates such
as the following on ~sfor three-consonant sequences:
(44) Seneca syllabe templates for three-consonant sequences (partial list
modified from [Melinger 1997: 37]):
a. Onsets:
i. {t,.;,h,k,n} {y} V
ii. {?, :,s,k,h} V
b. Codas
i. V
ii. V
{7) {t,s,k}
{hI
To syllabify Seneca three-consonant sequences, one first chooses the
onset template whi,:h matches the prenuclear segment; for example, if the
prenuclear segment is [y], then template (a. i) is used; template (a, i) allows
one to syllabify firs1[y], and then a preceding [t], [s], [h], [k], or [n] into the
onset. Next, mappil \g syllables from right to left, one chooses a coda tem-
plate which matche 3 any postnuclear segment not yet assigned to syllable
structure.
While Melinger'~ approach is highly constrained, the constraints are es-
sentially phonotactic or input-based,17 Problematically, as discussed in 91,
the Optimality-ThE oretic (OT) approach assumes that inputs are uncon-
strained.
However, I havE shown in this paper that phonotactic constraints are
not needed in order to account for the distribution of consonant sequences
in Iroquoian langmges. To illustrate, recall Cayuga word-medial, phrase
medial consonant sequences repeated below (modified from (5)).
(Postvocalic laryng~als which syllabify into the nucleus (either as full seg-
ments or as secondary articulations) are superscripted. Similarly, Merged
secondary articulations are superscripted. Syllable boundaries are also
shown.)
17 Melinger also p'ovides an Optimality-Theoretic account of Seneca consonant
sequences; hOVlever, the account posits language-particular phonotactic
constraints in C<IN. For example, one such constraint is w-Co-ocurrence: 'If w
is the consonar t that immediately precedes the vowel, then it cannot be
preceded by n or s.' [Melinger 1997:43).
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(45) Word-medial, phrase-medial consonant sequences:
C2~
C1 t y w r n t k s h
n n.y n.r
t.y t.r t.k t.s t.h t.?
t.kw tsy th.w
t.khw tsh th.y
th.r
th.n
k ky kr k.th k.sh k.h k.7
kh.n
s s.y s.w s.r s.n s.kw s.h S.7
h h.n h.t h.k h.s
hn.h ht.k hk.w hS.h
hn.y h.th hk.r hS.r
h.thw hkh.w hS.th
hs.7
7 7.t 7.k 7.S 7.h
7t.h 7kh 7S.h
7th.r 7ksk
As shown in (45), the extant inputs are all syllabifiable into a CV(V)C
template: two-consonant sequences are unremarkable and the 3+ conso-
nant sequences all contain continuant segments which can be realized as
secondary articulations in a 2-stop sequence.
The constraints which produce only the outputs in (45) would also filter
out any putative sequences of three stops in word-medial, phrase medial
position (henceforth D). For example, an output such as *[tkt] (from under-
lying /tktl) in position Dwould always be ruled out as non-optimal because
one consonant would be unsyllabified within the CV(V)Ctemplate. Position
D inputs such as / tkt/ would always be subject to epenthesis, surfacing as
the output [tvkt] or as [tkvtj.18 Consequently, a non-alternating output
such as [tVkt] would have to be reanalysed as the input /tVkt/ because of
the Alternation Condition (Kiparsky 1968).
In summary, input-based constraints on what consonants can occur in a
sequence are not necessary: the extant input sequences are all syllabifiable
into a CV(V)C template; that is, the extant sequences represent an optimal
lexicon, one in which the inputs are those with the most harmonic outputs
18 Alternatively, one could argue for a deletion account of putative
tautomorphemic 3-stop sequences. The resulting non-alternating position 0
output would argue the same point.
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[Ito,Mester & Pad!;ett 1995: 28], or one in which large position D input se-
quences must contein continuant segments.
Another advant 1ge of the present account is that it explains the exis-
tence of anomalo 1S 3-stop sequences which exist only in verbs: in
polysynthetic languages, verbs (but not nouns) are syntactic/prosodic
phrases and can ccntain several syntactic/prosodic words. The very exis-
tence of word-bourdaries (and word-appendices) within the verb complex
allows for the retelltion of extra-large consonant sequences.
In conclusion, Cayuga has a CV(V)C template; nevertheless, because of
underparsing (MEr. GE) and a prosodically-complex verb, some sequences
of 3 stops are retair .ed in the language.
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